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FURTHER
INFORMATION

Australia’s exploration and mining software (EMS) sector,
some 30 years in the making, has produced a range of
technologies that are in worldwide demand.
Australian EMS companies develop and sell worldleading products across a diverse range of market
niches. These range from geoscientific information
management, geological modelling, mine planning
and optimisation and mine production reporting,
to maintenance, supply chain, and mine ventilation
design, planning and management.
This industry capability statement provides an
overview of Australian capability in mining software
and specialised technologies, including examples
of some of the many Australian companies with
specialist expertise.
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Talk to your local Austrade representative for
more tailored advice and information about
connecting and partnering with the Australian
mining industry.
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3-D mine stockyard simulation. Image courtesy of LogiCamms
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Exploration and mining software
(EMS) has been a hugely innovative
and important segment of
Australia’s A$90 billion mining
equipment, technology and
services (METS) industry. It
currently generates more than
A$600 million a year of miningrelated revenues, more than A$240
million of exports, and directly
employs more than 2500 people.1,2
Australia's EMS sector is comprised
of at least 100 firms ranging in size
from less than A$1 million to more
than A$100 million in annual sales
in the case of specialised software
houses.1,2 The sector is concentrated
in Western Australia and Queensland
(45 per cent and 30 per cent of firms,
respectively), with leading firms also
in New South Wales (18 per cent) and
South Australia (6 per cent).1,2
The Australian EMS sector has
matured rapidly over the past decade,
fostered by a once-in-a-generation
mining boom.
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This has stimulated increased
investment in research and
development, leading to the
commercialisation of better,
more user-friendly software, and
rapid offshore expansion of many
companies. Both of these factors
have contributed to strong sales
growth in the sector.
This maturation has also translated
into bigger service networks,
multilingual support capabilities and
a focus on integrating mine planning
and enterprise management systems
within companies.
Australian software companies now
generate revenue all over the world,
with the US, Canada, South Africa,
Indonesia and Chile currently the
main international markets. Key
growth markets include Russia, India,
China, Mexico and Brazil, with strong
prospects also in Southern and West
Africa, Central Asia, Scandinavia and
South-East Asia.

‘Australia has one of the
most technologically
advanced and
operationally challenging
mining industries
in the world. So it’s
not surprising that
we’re seeing products
developed for and
proven in that market
very much in demand in
other parts of the world.’
Geoff Baldwin
Chairman
MineWare
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Australian EMS technology has been
the focus of a multi-billion-dollar
merger and acquisition (M&A) drive by
international companies over the past
decade. Australian-based and owned
enterprises have also been involved in
M&A, creating a larger, stronger and less
fragmented sector with wider global
reach, though many relatively small firms
remain with unique intellectual property
(IP) amongst their assets. Australia’s
EMS sector has produced many of the
international mining industry’s iconic
software brands, including:
• Maptek Vulcan

• QMASTOR

• Micromine

• Immersive

• PitRAM

• acquire

• Surpac

• Tritronics

• Minex

• Leapfrog

• Whittle

• Mainpac

• Pegasus

• iSolutions

• Minemax

• Pronto

• Runge

• Scanalyse

Industry research indicates that 60 per
cent of the world’s mining software was
developed in Australia.3
EMS companies invest heavily in
research and development (R&D), with
the leading 20 firms spending more
than A$40 million on R&D in 2011-12.1,2
Meanwhile, new information technology
developed by state and national
research and education institutions
continues to emerge in response to
mining industry needs and also on the
back of broader trends such as the
explosion in cloud-based
service availability.

‘There’s a significant slice
of the technical capability
of Australian mining
companies – which is
a significant slice of the
economy in Australia –
contained in our leading
software companies.’
Peter Johnson
General Manager Australia
Maptek
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The Australian EMS sector has
produced many of the world’s
leading companies and geological,
general mine planning and
financial modelling software
products. Today the sector has a
truly international presence, with
companies represented around
the world and products written
in multiple languages.
In the ‘technology age of mining’,
innovation, collaboration and
responsiveness to a fast-changing
mining technology landscape have
helped build Australian mining IT
capability and IP.
Improvements in computing power,
rapidly evolving communications
infrastructure and growing
environmental, technical, economic
and compliance pressures on mining
companies have all contributed to
this development.
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Exploration
As exploration costs rise, making
optimal use of information before
starting drilling is increasingly
important.
Mining and exploration companies
are now handling and interrogating
datasets that are orders of magnitude
greater than could be processed with
the systems available 5-10 years ago.
Through more and more innovative
programming, as well as application
and technology integration, Australian
software developers are enabling
companies to use modern computing
technology for better visualisation of
exploration data and to manipulate,
analyse and fully utilise the data from
state of the art exploration tools.
Australian companies are at the
forefront of major technological
advances that are expected to continue
to improve discovery rates and boost
the efficiency of resource modelling and
resource estimation workflows. They
are leading the way with accurate and
sophisticated geological modelling tools
and rapid resource estimation methods
that significantly improve workflows.
These free up geoscientists to do
valuable analytical work.

‘The increasing
complexity and risk
profile of the global
resource industry has
compelled cutting-edge
software solutions
across the sector.
Australian mining
technology companies
are leading this
movement by
developing sophisticated
research methodology,
providing profound
gains in operational
productivity, and
reducing uncertainty
for international mining
companies.’
Peter Rossdeutscher
Managing Director
IntierraRMG
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Australian EMS areas of expertise

Enterprise
Logistics management and supply chain optimisation; enterprise resource planning
and enterprise asset management; multi-mine enterprise modelling and
optimisation; financial modelling/optimisation

FURTHER
INFORMATION
Exploration
Geoscientific information
management systems;
geological modelling;
GPS and GIS data modelling
and management

Mining
Mine planning, scheduling and optimisation;
haulage optimisation; blast monitoring and
optimisation; mine and plant maintenance;
fleet management; fuel management and
optimisation; mine ventilation modelling,
planning and optimisation; tyre monitoring
and management; 3D laser imaging;
numerical modelling/simulation

Processing

Process control optimisation;
3D laser imaging;
engineering design;
supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA)

Occupational health and safety
Work shift and OH&S management; fatigue monitoring and management;
collision avoidance/detection; simulation training
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Mining

Processing

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Mine block-modelling, design,
scheduling and cost modelling tools
developed in Australia over the past
decade have benefited mining engineers
and designers around the world.

Australia has been a world leader in
the development and application of
new mineral processing and recovery
technologies for decades. In systems
control, advanced software solutions
enable operators to squeeze more
performance and higher reliability from
plant operation.
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FURTHER
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New design and scheduling capabilities
allow engineers and geologists to run
multiple scenarios that quickly generate
highly detailed economic performance
models for projects.
In addition, the linking of mine
visualisation software with scheduling
software enables the animation of
mining sequences.
At the mine design and mine planning and
scheduling level, new tools use advanced
mathematics and increased computing
power to simulate and optimise production
systems from pit to port.
Mine haulage optimisation and
techniques for updating schedules
automatically from periodic survey
pick-ups are two more examples of
Australian mining software innovation.
Mine haulage optimisation saves millions
of dollars by reducing earthmoving costs
and improving the cash-flow profile of
orebodies. Automatic schedule updating
increases efficiency, freeing up personnel
to do more valuable work.
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Along with mineral and coal processing
chemicals and reagents, water and
energy efficiency are areas of focus.
Using sensors to automatically and
precisely sample ore grade in real-time
has been an area of advanced hardware
and software development. They
accurately sample and automatically
report ore grades at many points across
a mine production chain to minimise
dilution and ensure a constant mill feed
at all times.
Australia has produced unique
non-invasive mill and crusher wear
monitoring technology and analytical
software that has played a key role
in optimising processing performances
around the world.

Advanced wear monitoring and
analytical tools, which allow for better
management of large operating
equipment, can improve processing
plant cost control. This improved
knowledge of wear characteristics and
their effects can extend to all operating
equipment, from mills, chutes and bins
to mobile equipment such as trucks
and excavators.

WORKPLACE SAFETY
Australian hard rock and coal mines
operate under some of the world’s most
stringent occupational health and safety
regulations and to the highest safety
standards.
Technology, including software, is playing
a vital role in training, simulation and
testing, human resource management
and monitoring of people, conditions
and machinery.
For example, continuous live monitoring
of underground mine environments has
become more reliable as sophisticated
software has become available. The
technology is already a vital tool for the
prevention of mine fires and explosions.
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Automation machine systems, guidance
technologies, pit slope stability monitoring,
collision avoidance and resource mapping
are some areas in which hardware and
software have become part of standard
operating procedures.
Slope stability monitors make work areas
safer for personnel. Structural monitoring
systems make lifting more efficient.
Collision avoidance technology ensures
machines stay away from other machines
and light vehicles. These safety benefits
also translate into improved efficiency,
allowing mining operations to do more
while still creating a safe environment for
their employees and equipment.
Virtual reality (VR) training and simulators
trains mineworkers in potentially hazardous
tasks without exposure to the actual
hazards. They present a vast array of
real-world problems in a virtual environment
and allow trainees to develop the skills to
respond to certain workplace activities or
emergency scenarios.
Human fatigue monitoring systems based
on a variety of sensors are also being
used, resulting in improved monitoring
and safety of operators and structuring
of work shifts.

The mining industry in western economies
in particular is expected to face ongoing
skills shortages, which are being
addressed in part through work and
workforce optimisation.
Advanced work planning solutions
developed in Australia are designed
to prioritise work using a variety of
mechanisms and then to schedule work
effectively, ensuring all the items required
for each job are available before the crew
gets to the job site.

Enterprise
Mining companies use enterprise
resource planning (ERP) and business
intelligence to make decisions and
business performance metrics to identify
problems early and reward productive
behaviour. The complexity of the mining
business has made delivery of regular and
accurate information a challenge.
Developments in platform integration
technology are making enterprise
reporting more accessible. Standardised
approaches to integration are simplifying
organisation of data repositories for
reporting and analytics.

Consolidation of ERP functions and their
integration with technical operations
execution systems helps deliver
transparency and measurability across
departments. Improved communications
technology has transformed information
systems for field geologists, maintenance
workers and managers.
Globalisation of the mining industry has
also created larger companies with an
increased focus on standard reporting
patterns, real-time business analysis,
and risk management.
Australian software companies have
moved rapidly, particularly in the past
decade, to meet the changing needs
of mining, contracting, supply and
finance companies.
In these and other areas, Australian
software is being used by most of the
world’s top mining companies, as well
as governments, education institutions,
utilities and service firms, and is
supported worldwide.
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Case study: industry collaboration
Working in close collaboration with
mining clients, technology developer
Maptek has tackled some of the
industry’s key technical challenges to
deliver widely used solutions.
Maptek founder Bob Johnson developed
a computerised borehole logging and
coal-deposit plotting system for Utah
Development Company more than 30
years ago. This was followed by an
ongoing relationship with BHP and its
central Queensland coal mines and
similar collaboration with other miners.
Today, Maptek is a global organisation
with hundreds of staff, offices around the
world and multiple international licences
for its Vulcan general mine planning
software.
Maptek has responded to industry
demand for state-of-the-art 3D laser
scanning hardware and software,
improved exploration and blast
management tools, and greater
interoperability between its products

and other leading programs such as
the Australian-developed acQuire
geoscientific information management
systems (GIMS).
Maptek’s record of successful R&D
collaborations includes a new customer
portal developed with Rio Tinto, a rapidpit phase design module produced
with the world’s biggest gold producer
Barrick Gold Corporation, a short-term
planner developed with South American
customers and an enterprise-enabled
data management solution created with
input from a number of top clients.
‘We’ve tried to keep it very simple, and
to keep our vision and our mission
focused on our customers,’ says CEO
Barry Henderson. ‘We’ve had our product
development managers, our research
and development managers and our
general managers going out and meeting
with customers, and trying to better
understand the problems that they have.’
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3-D simulation. Image courtesy of Maptek

Maptek demonstrates
the value of collaboration

Integrated Support Centre. Image courtesy of MineWare

MineWare harnesses
the power of high-speed data
Case study: R&D
Australia’s research institutions,
such as the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), industry and government
funded Co-operative Research
Centres (CRCs) such as CRCMining,
and university-based groups, have
a strong record of success in
mining ICT.
CRCMining offshoot MineWare
has been particularly successful,
producing unique dragline and
shovel monitors and mRoc Desktop
software. Expansion in Africa and the
Americas is already occurring, and
MineWare has plans to expand into
Asia and other markets.
Increasing moves toward wireless
networking across mine sites, and
high-bandwidth, high-capacity
communication systems that allow
large amounts of data to flow quickly,
are delivering major benefits.

MineWare’s product architecture is
very flexible and customisable, and
can be easily maintained. Wireless
and Ethernet based, it features offthe-shelf components that ensure
superior overall system availability
even though each installation
represents a highly customised
solution. The technology is applicable
to any dragline or mine shovel around
the world.
Chairman of MineWare, Geoff
Baldwin, says that the company is
looking forward to ongoing success.
‘If you look at where there is realworld market growth it is in electronic
control and monitoring systems, and
very advanced software. Some of the
best mining software in the world is
designed and written here
in Australia.’
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MillMapper and CrusherMapper
technology keeps mills running
Case study: processing
The global demand for Australian
software – and software developers –
is illustrated by the emergence of firms
such as Scanalyse (now part of Outotec),
formed only eight years ago but already
well known around the world.
MillMapper and CrusherMapper
technology uses non-invasive condition
monitoring and analytical systems with
globally patented, proprietary software.
This software processes laser scanning
data and creates 3D files and reports on
liner thickness wear and cross-sectional/
longitudinal profiles.
Originally developed at Western
Australia’s Curtin University in Perth
with the support of mining industry
partners Alcoa, Kalgoorlie Consolidated
Gold Mines and BHP Billiton, Outotec®
MillMapper uses calibrated laser scanner
data captured inside a grinding mill
within minutes to determine thickness at
several million points on all liner surfaces
with millimetre accuracy.

The proprietary software provides
operators with a high-density 3D colourcoded thickness map of the mill (shell,
feed and discharge ends), allowing them
to rapidly and accurately determine
liner condition for the entire visible liner
surface.
Conventional mill measurement methods
such as ultrasonic gauges only provide
a few arbitrarily selected measurements,
are prone to human error and require
an operator to enter the potentially
hazardous environment of the mill.
Using MillMapper, grinding mill operators
can scan their plants in as little as 15
minutes during a planned inspection
shutdown. Productivity, efficiency, safety
and cost-saving benefits are substantial.
Scanalyse and MillMapper technology
has already been used on more than
100 grinding mills at 60 different mine
sites around the world. Scanalyse was
acquired by Outotec, a global mining
and metals technology provider, in
early 2013.
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3-D modelling. Image of a faulted orebody. Image courtesy of MICROMINE

MICROMINE forges
international links
Case study: exploration and
mining software
MICROMINE is one of the pioneers
of Australia’s exploration and mining
software industry in Russia and China
and a prominent example of the sector’s
export success in the past two decades.
Formed in 1987, MICROMINE has won
several export awards in its home
state of Western Australia as well as
the inaugural Austmine Craig Senger
export award. It has expanded to
South America, North America, Africa,
Scandinavia, Britain, Russia and Asia. The
company today has Chinese, Russian,
Mongolian, Portuguese, Indonesian and
English versions of its products, and
derives about 70 per cent of its revenues
from overseas business.
Winner of a MINEX Russia Forum
Russian Mining Excellence Award
as ‘Innovator of the Year’ in 2012,
MICROMINE opened a Moscow
office in 2007, followed by offices in
St Petersburg, Krasnoyarsk, Chita
and Khanarovsk.

The company’s MICROMINE Product
Manager in Perth is a native Russian
mining engineer.
MICROMINE has forged alliances with a
number of significant mining education
and research institutions through Central
Asia, China and South America and
its products have been certified by
government bodies in Mongolia, China
and Russia.
‘We’ve seen increasing market
acceptance of technology in the
emerging markets, such that we rarely
sell one product to a client,’
says founding managing director
Graeme Tuder.
‘Rather, we have presented, and found
acceptance for, a package. With
service contracts also being supplied
we are giving companies the option of
outsourcing their IT needs instead of
building up an IT section of their own.’
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Case study: financial modelling
RungePincockMinarco (RPM) founder
Dr Ian Runge had a vision for ‘enterprise
level decision making at the desktop
level’ when his firm developed the now
widely used mining financial modelling
software XERAS 20 years ago.
RPM has now released XERAS for
Enterprise is the first fully integrated
enterprise financial modelling application
specifically built for the mining industry,
and also the first of a series of new
products integrating popular ‘mining
execution system’ level software with
enterprise-level solutions such as those
of RPM supporter SAP.
Launched with the support of SAP,
XERAS for Enterprise blends SAP’s
financial and maintenance management
modules with the financial modelling
capabilities of XERAS. The integration
allows for improved financial visibility
and cost control, from individual mine
sites through to corporate management
reporting systems”.

Dr Runge says that conversion of
physical attributes of a mine plan into a
cost by consumable category was the
basis for the original development of
XERAS. ’To see this natural extension in
which mining executives now have full
financial visibility from the mine site all
the way through to the corporate ERP is
very satisfying to say the least.’
According to current RPM CEO Richard
Mathews, there is growing demand from
mining boards and senior management
for increased visibility, control and
predictability of capital and operating
cost structures across the company’s
global client base.
‘The ability to explain the difference
between actual and planned financial
results and to predict the financial
implications of changes in the mining
environment is of critical importance
to our customers,’ he says.
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XERAS financial modelling software. Image courtesy of RPM

RPM a model of financial
management

Equipment monitoring and maintenance software. Image courtesy of iSolutions

iSolutions software saves
machinery – and costs
Case study: equipment monitoring
and maintenance
The challenge of accurately predicting
maintenance costs for the life of mining
machinery has been made easier for
financial and maintenance planners by
the methodology and software package
developed by Australian company
iSolutions.
Analyser, now AMT, has become a
vital tool for many original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), miners and
mining contractors. Users describe it
as the only system focused on life
cycle costing specifically designed
for both mining maintenance and
finance personnel.
AMT allows a plant manager to produce
a forecast or budget in minutes and
to do so more accurately than with
a standard enterprise resource
planning solution.
Focused on critical equipment,
AMT is used in devising, executing and
improving maintenance strategies and
managing maintenance.

Condition-based monitoring and
integrated short-term and long-term
planning are other useful capabilities.
The AMT software has been adopted
by numerous Caterpillar, Komatsu,
Hitachi and other mining equipment
dealers around the world, and in
more recent times by contractors and
mining companies in need of a tool to
accurately forecast maintenance costs,
labour, parts and plant availability using
the lifecycle costing approach.
Several hundred mine equipment
fleets around the world are now being
managed using the AMT software, twice
the number of only a few years ago.
The software is considered the best in
its category at long term maintenance
planning, short term maintenance
planning, maintenance execution,
budgeting and forecasting, the
optimisation of maintenance strategy,
maintenance reporting and conditionbased monitoring.
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Case study: mine safety
GroundProbe, a Queensland
company with its origins in
university research, has saved the
lives of hundreds of miners and
prevented damage to millions
of dollars worth of equipment in
mines around the world.
The radar system, manufactured
in Brisbane, is designed to send a
warning before pit walls collapse,
sometimes up to three days in
advance. The radar scans parts
of mine walls or other designated
areas, relaying data out of the
pit. This data is presented to
technicians as a heat map,
showing areas where slopes move
quickly and slowly.

GroundProbe chief operations
officer Jacques Janse, says
‘We created a piece of technology
that didn’t exist before, which
warns on a minute-by-minute basis.
For the first time, mine managers
received an active alarm so they
could make early decisions on
situations. The alarm can also go
via SMS and email.’
Mr Janse said that 80 per cent of
all early-warning alarms were given
a day or two before a collapse,
giving mines time to evacuate
employees. Previously this advance
warning had not been available.
GroundProbe now has 160 staff
in seven offices around the world,
with the equipment across mines
in 21 countries.
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Radar scan. Image courtesy of GroundProbe

GroundProbe saves lives
and equipment
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Equipment monitoring and maintenance software. Image courtesy of iSolutions
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Bohemia Interactive Australia
Cadre Design Pty Limited

The following table lists some
examples of companies and their
capabilities.

Caledonia Scaffolding

Coolon LED Lighting
Corescan Pty. Ltd.

Contact your local Australian Trade
Commission representative for
assistance with connecting with the
Australian businesses that best suit
your requirements.

•

Clover Technology

CSA Global Pty Ltd
CSIRO
Dassault Systemes Geovia Australia Pty Ltd
Elcom Technology

•
• • •
• • •
• • •
•

Elexon Electronics Pty Ltd
Enretech
Fewzion
Geosoft Australia Pty Ltd
Geovariances
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Helix Technologies Pty Ltd
IDS Australasia Pty Ltd
IESA Pty Ltd
ImmersaView
Immersive Technologies
Intierra RMG Resource Sector Intelligence
iSolutions International Pty Ltd
iVolve
LogiCamms Pty Ltd

The following table lists some
examples of companies and their
capabilities.

LVA

Contact your local Australian Trade
Commission representative for
assistance with connecting with the
Australian businesses that best suit
your requirements.

McLeod Training Organisation Pty Ltd
Micromine
MINEMAN System
Minemax
Mineral Engineering Technical Services Pty Ltd
MineSight Applications
Mine Site Technologies
MineWare
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Onehaul
Oniqua MRO Analytics
Ore Research & Exploration Pty Ltd
Orelogy Group Pty Ltd

•

Osmotion Pty Ltd
PBE

RungePincockMinarco
Sage Technology
Scanalyse

Snowden
Sundial Technologies Pty Ltd
The Australian Turntable Company

•

• • • •
•
• •
•
•
• • •
•
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Turner Warburton Solutions (TWS)
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TSG Consulting

ZMI P/L
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MinLog

Scope Systems Pty Ltd

Contact your local Australian Trade
Commission representative for
assistance with connecting with the
Australian businesses that best suit
your requirements.

•
•

Mining Information Systems

Ravensgate

The following table lists some
examples of companies and their
capabilities.
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FURTHER
INFORMATION

The following are some of the
government and industry bodies
involved in the Australian
mining industry.
Contact your local Austrade
representative about connecting
and partnering with the Australian
mining industry.
austrade.gov.au
The Department of Industry provides
advice and policy support to the Australian
Government regarding Australia's
resources sector. innovation.gov.au
The Mining and Energy Services Council
of Australia (MESCA) is an industry body
that represents and promotes a diverse
range of skilled, innovative providers which
include: capital equipment, contractor
and consultancy resources, OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturers) project
management, engineering and MRO
(Maintenance Repair and Operational)
suppliers to the energy and mineral
resource industries across Australia.
mesca.com.au
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The Minerals Council of Australia (MCA)
represents Australia’s exploration, mining
and minerals processing industry, nationally
and internationally, in its contribution to
sustainable development and society.
minerals.org.au
Austmine is an industry body representing
the Australian mining equipment,
technology and services (METS) sector.
austmine.com.au
AusIMM (the Minerals Institute) provides
services to professionals engaged in
all facets of the global minerals sector.
ausimm.com.au
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The Australian Trade Commission –
Austrade – is the Australian Government’s
trade, investment and education
promotion agency.
Through a global network of offices,
Austrade assists Australian companies to
grow their international business, attracts
productive foreign direct investment into
Australia and promotes Australia’s education
sector internationally.
Austrade helps companies around the world
to source Australian goods and services.
We can help you reduce the time, risk and
cost involved in sourcing suppliers by:
• h
 elping you identify and contact
Australian suppliers
• providing insight on Australian capabilities
• a
 lerting you to the latest products and
services out of Australia to help you grow
your business.
Austrade partners the strengths of Australian
businesses with the needs of international
markets. We can open the door to a world of
opportunities for your business.

austrade.gov.au
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